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some things you would

prefer not to know about 

the dark energy

some things you would 

like to know about the dark 

energy but never will



What do you think?

Do we understand the dark energy?

YES NO

Do you believe that in a flat universe Wm ≈ 0.2 - 0.4?

YES NO



The true value of Wm is…



the dark degeneracy

How well do we know Wm in general DE models?

Different question: given H(z), what is w(z)?

We get a solution for any Wm! 

 impossible to measure simultaneously w(z) and Wm

 only total dark energy-momentum tensor is measurable
 good test for generality of a parametrisation…



hot
cold

In our imagination, dark 
matter and dark energy are 
neatly separated concepts.

But in reality we can only observed their 
combined effect.

If we can adjust the temperature and 
flow of the hot water, we can vary the 
flow of the cold water without changing 
the total flow or the total temperature.



Einstein eqs.

Gmn = Tmn
[bright] +Tmn

[total dark]

= Tmn
[bright] +Tmn

[DM, Wm =0.3] + Tmn
[DE1]

= Tmn
[bright] +Tmn

[DM, Wm =0.1] + Tmn
[DE2]

= Tmn
[bright] +Tmn

[DM, coupled] + Tmn
[DE3,cpld]

= ...



why w is not everything

LCDM
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Only a cosmological constant has no perturbations!
 we need to model the perturbations too!



What do you think?

Can we distinguish dark energy from 
modified gravity and rule out GR 
by measuring the growth-rate?

YES NO

it depends



example: naïve DGP

• DGP: brane-world model 
without dark energy

• scalar field: high sound speed 
prevents DE clustering

• the perturbations in the dark 
energy can perturb the dark 
matter

• and mimic models of modified 
gravity

• and you will never know the 
difference

• (the pressure perturbation cannot 
be represented by a sound speed)
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So how many silly parameters can you invent for dark energy?



Il buono, il brutto, il cattivo

The good news:
there are no more DE parameters 
(to 1st order perturbation theory)

The bad news:
there is also nothing more to measure
(to 1st order perturbation theory)

The ugly news:
you better start thinking about priors for
your Bayesian evidence calculations...



non-Einstein eqs.

Xmn = Tmn
[total]

Gmn – (Gmn -Xmn) = Tmn
[total]

Gmn = Tmn
[total] + (Gmn -Xmn)

= Tmn
[bright]  + Tmn

[DM+DE4]



what can we measure?

f, y gravitational potentials <-> dr and V perturbations of Tmn

dp = cs
2 dr in DE rest frame 

s (anisotropic stress, f =y for s=0)

1st order perturbations: extended metric (in some gauge)

Einstein eqs.
fluid properties

matter only!
unifies mod. grav. 
and DE description

measure H(a), f(k,a) and y(k,a)



some model predictions

scalar field:
One degree of freedom: V(f)  <->  w(z)
other variables fixed: cs

2 = 1, s = 0 <-> h = 0, 
Q(k>>H0) = 1, Q(k~H0) ~ 1.1

(naïve) DGP (no scale dependence):

Scalar-Tensor:

Q (DGP)

h (DGP)
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implies large 
DE perturb.!

Lue, Starkmann 04
Koyama, Maartens 06

Boisseau, Esposito-Farese, Polarski, Starobinski 2000,  
Acquaviva, Baccigalupi, Perrotta 04



weak lensing forecasts [DUNE]

 = Q (1+h/2) ~ 1+O(0.1)    [except DGP (?)]

• weak lensing requires 
linear -> non-linear mapping

• see talk by Anais Rassat later this week

not just f! 4pGa2rmDm

don’t
forget!

lensing potential:

but Dm is also affected directly!

different non-
linear mappings

scalar field

DGP



conclusions
• general dark energy can “explain” everything1 that 

can be measured in cosmology

• so there is no easy way to distinguish GR+DE from 
modified gravity  (short of confirming a prediction)

• the rest needs to be dealt with in a statistical way

• or with direct experiments

• but the argument can be turned around:

no need for many different models to analyse the data, 
one can use parameters (e.g. {h,Q}) similar to w

1standard terms and conditions apply


